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Rainbow Alliance hosts annual Drag Revue
Zara Qureshi
Contributing Writer
Qureshi.2@wright.edu

T

he 10th Annual Drag Revue
kicked off on April 15 in the
Student Union Apollo Room.
The Drag Revue is an annual
drag show presented by the Rainbow Alliance in which WSU students perform as drag queens
and kings. Unlike many WSU
events, the Drag Revue charges
admission, because it is a fundraiser that raises money for
an important cause, said Sarah
McHenry, public relations oficer
of the Rainbow Alliance.
“This event is very important
to the community,” McHenry said.
“The event is a way for Wright
State’s Rainbow Alliance to raise
money for our self-sustaining
scholarship. We are close to our
goal for the scholarship, and once
we meet it, we will be able to give
away scholarships to applicants.
Not only is this event a great way
to raise funds for an important
cause, it is also an excellent opportunity for everyone to experience a drag show and gain a better understanding of this aspect
of the community.”
The Drag Revue also features
a guest host every year. This
year the event was hosted by
drag queen Shangela, a contestant from the reality competition
television series “RuPaul’s Drag
Race.” WSU students, as well as
other local performers, also participated in the event.
“Students and performers in
the area perform to songs of their
choice and the audience gets involved by tipping and dancing
along,” said Elizabeth Schoppelrei, Vice President of the Rainbow
Alliance. “We have local performers like Amaya Sexton, Harlee
Rainz, Kar-Kar VanHore and lots
of others. Students like Mikki Patterson, Amber Thomas, Jordan
Cooper and Chris Sains will be on
stage with them. This is the second year that we will be having a
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host from “RuPaul’s Drag Race,”
and we are very excited to meet
her and see all of the amazing
performances.”

According to Schoppelrei, the
event also helps students explore
diversity.
“It really brings the school to-

gether in an inclusive space and
raises awareness for diversity
and even gender exploration,”
Schoppelrei said. “It’s something

that students and people in the
area look forward to every year.”

CAMPUS
EVENTS:
Friday, April 11
• Celebration of Research,
Scholarship and Creative
Activities: All day,
Student Union
• Relay for Life: 6
p.m.-12 a.m. Founder’s
Quadrangle
• Chemistry Demo Show:
7-8:30 p.m. 112 Oelman
Saturday, April 12
• GloryCon 2014: 10
a.m.-8 p.m. McLin Gym,
Ervin J. Nutter Center
• Baseball v. Milwaukee:
2 p.m. Nischwitz Stadium
• ARTSGALA 2014:
6:30-11:45 p.m. Creative
Arts Center
• Africa Day: 7-10:30
p.m. Apollo Room
• Ball in the House:
9-11 p.m. Student Union
Atrium
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Wednesday, April 16
• Softball v. Marshall:
3 p.m., 5 p.m. WSU
Softball Field

Photo of the Week

Friday, April 18
• April Craze: 11 a.m.-4
p.m. North Lawn
• Women’s Soccer v.
Miami: 7:30 p.m. Alumni
Field
Saturday, April 19
• Delt Fest: 3-5 p.m. 034
Student Union Gym
• Women’s Soccer v.
Northwestern Ohio: 7
p.m. Alumni Field

Your photo could be shown here!
Just include #WSUGUARDIAN to enter and your
instagram of WSU could be chosen for our next issue.
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NEWS 3
Active Minds hosts suicide prevention event
Adam Ramsey
Features Writer
Ramsey.55@wright.edu

O

ver 1,100 backpacks
lined the aisleways of the
Student Union Atrium and covered the floor of the Pathfinder
Lounge yesterday, representing
the number of college students
who die by suicide each year.
The Send Silence Packing
event, hosted by the Wright
State University chapter of Active Minds, took place from 9
a.m. to 6 p.m.
Active Minds, an organization new to WSU, is hosting
the event to raise awareness
about mental health. According to Jason Weisman, graduate
student in psychology and vicepresident of Active Minds, 50
percent of college students have
suffered from depression, two
out of three college students go
through issues and do not seek
help and one in four people
have a mental health disorder.
“The bigger issue is that nobody is talking about it,” Weisman said. “When you see someone that appears to be dealing
with something troubling,
whether or not you speak up
has a lot to do with the culture
of your campus and the local
area. For us, raising awareness
is an attempt to change that culture and start the conversation.”
Freshman Biology major Zeppelin Hoehn was surprised by
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the number of students that ple to talk about their issues.”
be empathetic and to watch the
struggle with depression and
Weisman encourages stu- phrasing of words when discommit suicide.
cussing such a topic.
“The bigger issue is that
“I think 1,100 backpacks
“I think that recognizis a lot,” said Hoehn. “I didn’t nobody is talking about it,”
ing that they’re strugrealize how many people
gling with something and
were affected and how often
reaching out by saying
		 -Jason Weisman
this happened. I think it’s a
something
supportive
good way to get the awareand empathetic really
ness up. This is a pretty moving dents that know someone that goes a long way,” said Weisthing, and I hope it moves peo- is dealing with depression to man. “Telling someone to just

‘power through it’ or ‘you’ll be
fine’ doesn’t really help. Helping
someone is recognizing, empathizing with them and taking a
supportive stance by expressing that you’ll be there for them
if they want to talk about something.”

the lack of knowledge about the
available resources.”
The Battle Buddy program
will not only help veterans locate and use resources, but it
will also aid the incoming student-veteran as they go through
the integration of becoming
part of a college community.
“Student-veterans are typically a little older or have a unique
set of experiences that typical
college students cannot relate
to,” said Ellis. “This program will
allow the incoming student to
be directly connected with students with similar backgrounds
and interest.”

the military in some capacity,”
said Ellis. “Our ultimate goal is to
have enough mentors to assign
them based on the college they
are enrolled in and their branch
of service...so a marine engineering student might mentor an incoming marine engineering student.”
The program is designed for
new students and to benefit the
current students would volunteer as a mentor.
“A senior could qualify to mentor an incoming student-veteran,” Ellis said. “Giving them the
opportunity to share their experience and guidance.”

Veterans find support at WSU

Adia Lane
Contributing Writer
Lane.53@wright.edu

T

he Battle Buddy Program
is a veteran-to-veteran
peer mentoring program designed to allow current WSU
student-veterans and senior
ROTC cadets to assist incoming
student-veterans.
“The purpose behind the
program is to provide veterans with an avenue of information and assistance from one of
their own,” said Ellis. “One big
issue facing student-veterans
is not the lack of resources, but

Ellis believes this type of interaction will benefit both incoming students as well as the
assigned Battle Buddy.
The program is being piloted
this summer and applications
were sent out last week to potential Battle Buddy candidates
according to Ellis. Plans to interview these candidates is set
to occur very soon.
“The program has been created through a collaboration with
the Veteran and Military Center,
Vet to Vet Advocacy Committee (VTC), Associate of Veteran
Affairs (Student Government),
and the Mission Continues Fel-

low,” said Ellis. “The Mission
Continues Fellow, Tyler Thompson, is running the program out
of the VMC, and the VMC is providing the funding.”
Nora Stanger, MVCA-OH, will
be coming to campus to provide
training for the Battle Buddies.
For the pilot program an
email with an attached application was sent out to all students
receiving benefits through the
VMC.
“Our target peer mentors are
students who are in some way
involved on campus, have prior
experience as a leader (military
or civilian), and have served in

Interested in interning for The Guardian?
Let us know at guardianeditorial@gmail.com
facebook.com/theguardianonline
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4 OPINION
Andy, George, Marc and Bo
Brandon Berry
Contributing Writer
Berry.124@wright.edu

ask.fm/mandyadvice

Dear Mandykins,
I’m sitting across from someone I love and we both
know I love her. She even gave me cake earlier. She
denied me once, a month ago, but I’m still trying
for her. Is that good? What am I supposed to do
from here?
Sincerely, Cake and Confessions

Dear Cake and Confessions,

You are in a unique position, because 1.) she gave you
cake, and 2.) she knows you like her but she turned
you down. My obvious—and very logical—question is
why did she give you cake?

If she gave you cake, she’s interested. It’s so simple;
I’m surprised you didn’t see the signs. It’s very possible that since she turned you down a month ago, she’s
done some serious thinking. Maybe the cake is her
peace offering, a symbolic way of saying, “I’m sorry,
let’s try again.” That being said, DO NOT GIVE UP, for
she may very well be waiting for you to make another
pass at her and this time the answer might be yes.
Also, if she gives you cake again, I work in The Guardian office and I would love a bite.
Sincerely yours,
Mandy

M

arc Maron is my lifeobserving father, George
Carlin’s my cynical grandpa,
Andy Kaufman is my uncanny
uncle and Bo Burnham is my
highly sarcastic brother. What a
family.
This, of course, is only the
case in my dreams. Otherwise,
I would be living on a butt-load
of money and I would be as far
away from Dayton as possible.
Okay, Dayton’s not that bad; but
you get what I’m saying.
If my parents weren’t so goshdarn loving and I had the ability
to choose my family members,
the four already mentioned
would be at the top of my list.
Why? Well, you see; they are
geniuses. The “comedic genius”
gene is one of the most sought
after genes ever. I am currently
on the search for it myself but it’s
not really working out. That’s no
matter because as long as I can
read/watch/amaze myself, with
the material those four have
brought to the table of life, I’m
okay with being a nobody.
I’m sure many of you haven’t
even heard Andy Kaufman’s
name before (which is, surprisingly, Andy Kaufman), but this is
not uncommon. I heard my dad
talk about him before but mostly
I found his creativeness through
Jim Carrey’s portrayal of him in
the movie “Man on the Moon.
“Andy Kaufman was definitely a
man in space because he was so
out there with his act. He was an
innovator, an experimenter, but
most importantly, he was a funny guy; even if that wasn’t his in-

S
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ries mostly about his awkward
encounters. Many people don’t
enjoy that type of humor. I think
it’s amazing stuff. I can relate
to most everything he says. So,
in turn, he’s my favorite comedian. Have to support my father,
right?
Last, but certainly not least,
we have the amazingly-smart
and musically-talented, Bo
Burnham. Such a young kid, my
brother is. However, he acts as
though he’s lived over a thousand years with the vast knowledge he has of the world. Bo has
a great appreciation for poetry
and literature, the arts, and of
course, comedy. He believes
humor can cure anything and
should seldom be gone without.
Brother Bo is such an innovator
with his edgy lyrics and sharp
wittiness; you can always smell
a hint of influence from other
comedians. Sometimes, he even
goes as far as to say their names
in the songs. For example, he often either quotes Grandpa Carlin or, in the least bit, says his
name. Regardless, it’s a mighty
shout-out to him.
With Bo’s unbelievably random and surprising stage
performance,
Uncle
Andy
Kaufman’s ways are highly seen
throughout. Whether or not this
is true is up for debate. If Andy
did die, he died before Bo was
born. Could Bo be Andy? Who
knows. I’m not necessarily into
that type of thinking, but I’m
not ruling it out.
In closing, I would just like to
state this: if I belong to a family
full of geniuses, why am I such
an idiot?

rent!”
Well folks, it is no fault of
Wright State’s. The issue is a
ripple result of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.
If WSU were to allow students to
work 30 hours or more (there’s
a two-hour buffer), they would
be required to provide health
insurance for each employee
that works those hours. This
would be physically and fiscally
impossible for the university.
This is not a stab at the PPACA. This is just a simple explanation of what the new regulations will mean.
Many will have to seek ad-

ditional employment outside
the university. That’s just the
way it is. As a soon-to-be graduate assistant here at WSU, the
regulations have limited my
opportunities with campus employment. But it is important
to know that the fault does not
rest with the university.
Perhaps, in time, the federal
government will find a way to
work out this issue for universities. Until then, be wise about
your student employment selections.

Student employment blues
Brandon Semler
Editor-in-Chief
semler.4@wright.edu

Disclaimer: Ask Mandy is satirical and intended for
humorous purposes. The views and opinions reflected are
those of Mandy, not The Guardian as an organization.

tention. If there was a line that
is drawn in comedy, he passed
it many miles back.
George Carlin, my grandfather, was the most skeptical,
pessimistic, and glum person I
never did meet. I really learned
about him about five years ago
(which, of course, was a little bit
after he decided to pass away).
Nevertheless his art is still
available for me to gaze at and
admire. He examined people,
not for their intelligence, but for
their insanity. He really brought
a realization upon all of us: we
are stupid. Grandpa George
broke it down for us really well.
Any topic, too; Religion, politics,
the environment and things
worth talking about as well, like
sex. Either way, he was a human
just like us. Or was he? If there
was ever a God that walked
this earth, his name would be
George Carlin, for he knew all.
Next, we must talk about my
sperm donator and father, Marc
Maron. This guy’s still around
and I’m glad of it. I first saw him
on Conan a few years back and
I was hooked the instant I saw
his plaid shirt aided by his darkgray facial hair. Then he talked.
“Wow, this guy is so casual; he
doesn’t care at all! Whoa, could
this be blood relation? This
guy’s my father!” It basically
went like that. So, to honor my
father (even though he’s still
alive), I decided to let my facial
hair grow and care less and less.
Have you heard of my dad? I
would hope so; he’s got a podcast on iTunes called “WTF”
and a self-titled show on IFC.
Marc’s a genius, too. However,
he doesn’t write jokes; he observes the world and tells sto-

o, the next inevitable
change to student employment is upon us. Students
at Wright State can only work
a total of 28 hours per week on
campus, and graduate assistants
can no longer hold a student
employment position at the
same time.
I’ve talked to several students
that are upset, angered, even
outraged at the thought of it.
“Why is Wright State doing this
to us? This is how I pay for my

@wsuguardian
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Plans for the future: Bike programs and food
services considered for WSU students
Dylan Dohner
News Writer
Dohner.6@wright.edu

C
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Planning begins for new
food venue in Russ
Dylan Dohner
News Writer
Dohner.6@wright.edu

T

he Russ Engineering Cen- close to a source of water as
ter plans to incorporate well.
Chartwells continues being
an as-yet-unnamed food center
instrumental
to WSU food serwithin the building. The project
vices,
developing
a telling surgrew from a CECS idea to provey
gauging
student
interest
vide a coffee shop to serve stuin
both
the
project
and
in food
dents and researchers in Russ,
service.
They
will
continue
asJoshi and the fusisting
and
adture NEC building.
“I think a quality vising with it as
So far, general
concepts and a lo- coffee shop will be concepts become
more concrete.
cation have been
a
valuable
“I think a qualmapped,
with
resource
in
Russ,”
ity
coffee shop
preliminary dewill
be
a valuable
signs still working
Thomas
Bazzoli
resource
in Russ,”
themselves out.
said
Bazzoli.
“It
“We have tentawill
well-serve
visitors
and
the
tively identified 163 Russ as the
probable location for the food Russ and Joshi constituencies.”
The project is in its preoutlet,” said Assistant Dean of
liminary
stages for now. It is
Fiscal Affairs Thomas Bazzoli.
planned
to
come to fruition,
The room will be approximatewith
faculty
selected
to operate
ly 400 square ft. and exist on a
it,
by
the
fall
2014
semester.
high-traffic hallway. It will be

facebook.com/theguardianonline

hanges are in the works,
in both food and transportation servicing, to assist students for the upcoming fall 2014
semester.
Wright State’s student government (SGA) hopes to cater
to students’ ease-of-transportation. They have already enabled
the Zipcar service, and now envision a bike sharing program to
move things further underway.
Future president of SGA Kyle
Powell emphasized this as a
particular interest of the group.
“How can we make student
life on campus better?” was the
focus of conversation for Powell
and SGA.
The program plans to centralize itself in high-density areas
like The Hangar, the Student
Union, and the dorms.
“Any place where it’s right out
front,” Powell said, “so you know
the program exists and is accessible.”
Many universities already
utilize similar, company-paid

Photo by Brittany Robinson: Staff Photographer

services, though Powell hopes
WSU’s program will be sourced
by the university. Going this
route will mean the university will have to take matters,
like bike repairs and key/card
worker exchange stations, upon
itself.
SGA still has a few variables to

address, including where to purchase the bikes, maintenance,
whether they will be customized, how bikes will be billed if
not returned, and on.
“This program is something
on the horizon,” said Powell,
who plans to work with it more
intently during the fall semester.

Students create petition
on vague graduate diploma
concerns
Dylan Dohner
News Writer
Dohner.6@wright.edu

S

tudents have begun speaking out about, and signing
a petition on an upset over an
absence of graduates’ majors on
their diplomas.
“Wright State University is an
accredited institution, but does
a mass print for each degree,”
the petition explains. “If you
have a ‘Bachelors of Science in
Urban Affairs’ . . . it only says
‘Bachelors of Science.’ ”
If the complete graduating
class of 2014 manages to sign,
the university will agree to send
requested reprints of all contributors’ diplomas.
Undergrad CaTia Brown,
scripter of the “Print Diplomas
With Specific Academic Pro@wsuguardian

grams On Them” petition, expressed her disapproval of the
vague nature of Wright State’s
diplomas.
The diploma policy has been
as such for a few years now, “And
the university never thought it
was a big deal to change,” said
Brown. “What’s the point in being proud of the school if they
won’t even take an extra 10 seconds to get our majors printed
on our diploma and make a student feel significant?”
There are also double and
triple majors at WSU who only
receive one diploma upon graduation, and those contain no
specifications for any major.
Other Ohio colleges that detail both the field and major
on their diplomas include Antioch College, Ohio State, Kent
State and Bowling Green. On
www.theguardianonline.com

the other hand, Devry, ITT Tech,
The University of Akron and the
University of Phoenix include
those who do print both.
“The smaller and unaccredited universities can afford to
print off diplomas with majors,”
said Brown on behalf of this distinction. “Wright State University can do it too, and it should.”
As of now the petition has
picked up support from students, faculty, and over 200
other supporters within a few
weeks, with the eventual goal of
2,000. Brown said, “I also have
students on student government who have informed me
that as long as I can get SG to be
on my side, it can be changed.”
CaTia plans to sit down with
the policy experts soon and discuss possibilities of adjustment.
April 9, 2014
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Delta Zeta Gets Jiggy

O

n April 5, Delta Zeta
Sorority hosted
their first ever JelloPalooza. Students took
part in various games
that dealt with the
popular gelatin dessert.
Photos by Megan Waddel,
Contributing Photographer
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WRIGHT LIFE 7
Student org to host Glory Con
Adam Ramsey
Features Writer
Ramsey.55@wright.edu

W

right State University’s
Adventurer’s Guild is
hosting their yearly gaming
convention, Glory Con, on April
12 from 10a.m.- 8p.m. in McLin
Gyms 1 and 2 at the Nutter Center.
The entrance fee for Glory
Con is $8 pre-registered and
$10 at the door. Students interested in registering ahead of
time should go to the WSU Adventurer’s Guild website.
Glory Con offers a variety of
gaming activities, according to
Jacquelyn Bayham, sophomore
international studies major
and coordinator for the event.
Available for attendees are
Magic: The Gathering trading
card game tournaments with a
prize, a video game room, board
games, table-top role-playing

games like Shadowrun and
Pathfinder, student-run panels
on gaming, costume contests
with a prize of $25 Etsy gift
cards, miniature painting and
local vendors that sell dice sets,
custom posters, jewelry and
handcrafted goods.
This year’s Glory Con is expected to build off the success
of last year by bringing back
the crowd favorites and adding more to the mix, said senior
psychology major and former
Adventurer’s Guild vice-president Joe Buehler. Buehler said
that last year’s Glory Con “was
the best that [they have] had in
a very long time.”
One purpose of Glory Con,
said Bayham and Buehler, is to
fund the organization.
“That’s the only thing the Adventurer’s Guild gets money
from,” said Bayham. “We don’t
pay club dues or anything like
that.”

However, Glory Con has more
than one function for the Adventurer’s Guild, with its ability to
introduce newcomers to tabletop role-playing games and to
advertise for the group, according to Gera Golubitsky, senior
computer science major.
“It’s a really great way to advertise our group in general,”
said Golubitsky. “There is only
so much a booth can tell you,
but if you come to the convention, you can hang out with the
gamers and see what it’s like.”
Above all, Glory Con is really
about enjoyment and unity as
an organization among the Adventurer’s Guild.
“It’s a good time,” said Buehler,
“It’s a time for the whole guild to
get together and do something
together. Most of the time we
split off into smaller groups, but
this is a good opportunity for us
to connect as a whole.”

ers” and “Iron Man 3.”
The biggest strength of this
film is that it actually takes advantage of the fact that the main
character is in a completely different time period. Steve Rogers (Chris Evans) is no longer
in the era of, “Each bond you
buy is a bullet in the barrel of
your best guy’s gun!” This is day
and age of “Don’t trust anyone.”
Rogers starts to question the
organization he worked for. He
isn’t sure if he can even trust
his co-Avengers, Nick Fury and
Black Widow (Samuel L. Jackson; Scarlett Johansson). The
trust issues even go as far as the
American Government, which
is represented by the Senior
Leader of S.H.I.E.L.D. Alexander
Pierce (Robert Redford).
Another strength of the film
is that, along with Iron Man 3,
the hero begins to suffer guilt
and PTSD in a way. He wishes
he could’ve been there for his
men and feels guilty for putting
his former sweetheart Peggy

Carter (Hayley Atwell) through
so much emotional turmoil.
Rogers draws a comfort and
connection through fellow vet
Sam Wilson (Anthony Mackie)
who also suffers from PTSD and
survivor’s guilt, and becomes
a great help to Rogers in more
ways than one.
But it isn’t all serious: this film
also has great action sequences.
This is one of the things that
makes Marvel films great. They
do try to create these stories
and give serious thought to
them, but they also know these
films are supposed to be fun and
exciting, and this film delivers
more than its fair share of awesome action scenes. Of course
there are references and set ups
for upcoming Marvel films. The
only negative thing I can say is
that the plot can get a little too
convoluted.
If you haven’t seen it already,
grab a ticket the first chance you
get.

Movie Review: Captain America
John Hamilton
Contributing Writer
Hamilton.107@wright.edu

T

he Marvel superhero Captain America returns to
the big screen in the sequel to
the 2011 blockbuster. This time,
the Captain must not only battle
the mysterious and brutal Winter Soldier, but he may also have
to fight and change his ideals to
stop an ongoing threat that goes
far deeper than he thinks.
When it comes to Marvel’s
Cinematic Universe they’ve always been able to deliver an
at least entertaining thrill ride,
and the first Captain America
did exactly that. It was a fun period piece that did a great job introducing the character and the
‘universe’ he comes from. When
I saw the trailer for “The Winter
Soldier,” I wasn’t exactly sure
what to think. Having watched
it, I can say that this may be
one of my favorite Marvel films,
right up there with “The Aveng-

Relay for Life returns
Adam Ramsey
Features Writer
Ramsey.55@wright.edu

R

elay For Life, an annual
event that supports cancer research, is returning to the
Quad on April 11-12 from 6p.m.
on Friday to noon on Saturday.
Those involved in Relay for
Life will be on the quad overnight, walking laps, participating in activities and raising
money from donations that go
to cancer research and awareness programs. There will be
food offered for donations, raffles, face painting and a photo
booth, as well as games. There
will also be Zumba and yoga,
according to Sarah Marr, senior
biological sciences major and
Survivorship Chair for Colleges
Against Cancer.
There will also be an Illuminaria Ceremony to celebrate
those that have survived their
battle with cancer and to remember those who have lost
their lives, as well as a Glowstick Ceremony for those that
have lost loved ones to cancer
to make connections and share
stories with others who have as
well.
The Disney themed event’s
slogan is “Where dreams of a
cancer free world can come
true,” which connects to the
mission of Relay of Life: to celebrate survivors and do anything possible to eradicate the
disease.
The mission stems from the
effects cancer has had on the
lives of the members of Colleges Against Cancer, the organiza-

tion that hosts Relay for Life at
WSU. All of the members have
lost loved ones to the disease.
“Everyone has a story,” said
Lisa Earnest, junior biological
sciences major and President
of the WSU chapter of Colleges
Against Cancer. “Everyone’s
connected to cancer somehow.”
Some members even have aspirations to break into careers
dealing with cancer. Marr plans
to pursue oncology, while senior organizational leadership
major and Advocacy chair for
Colleges Against Cancer Kristi
Cotterman’s desire is to work
for non-profit organizations.
Cotterman stated that she
would like to see more student
awareness for students and
faculty associated with Wright
State who have faced cancer.
“A lot of people don’t realize how many people have
been affected by cancer on this
campus,” said Cotterman, “and
that’s something I’d like to see
change.”
Earnest stated that she would
personally like to see more involvement, especially since
many of the members in Colleges Against Cancer are holding multiple chair positions due
to a short staff.
“We just want people to be
aware of how much this disease
has affected everyone, and we
really want everyone to come
out and join in this fight against
cancer, whether it’s faculty,
staff, students or community
members,” said Earnest. “That’s
what we’re here for, to celebrate
survivors and fight back against
cancer.”
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8 WRIGHT LIFE
New Colombian-themed restaurant open near
Fairfield Commons

Talya Flowers
Contributing Writer
Flowers.33@wright.edu

A

Kettering family pitched
in more than $80,000 to
open a new Colombian-themed
restaurant near the Fairfield
Commons Mall.
La Colombiana Restaurante,

which opened two weeks ago,
is the brainchild of Rivera. She
said that opening the restaurant
is very much a family venture,
with her husband Martin and
multiple generations of family
members involved in the process.
“When Ana made her deci-

sion to open a restaurant there
was nothing,” said Jairo Quiroz,
Ana Maria Rivera’s brother. “We
all pitched in and helped her
out. Some family members even
used their pensions because
they know that when she decides to do something, it will be
a success.”

W W W.FAIRBORNSELFSTOR AGE .COM

2088 BEAVER VALLEY RD
FAIRBORN, OHIO 45324
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The 15,000 square-foot restaurant, located at 2495 Commons Blvd, will seat between
40 and 45 people. Authentic Colombian dishes will cost from $7
to $20, with food cooked fresh
and with a carryout option.
“We are going to prepare all
of the food fresh. I am not going
to carry anything frozen,” Rivera
said. “We want the restaurant
to be a place where Colombian
people can get together, see
their friends, watch soccer and
feel like they never left home.”
With several inspections and
winter weather conditions, the
owners have delayed the restaurants opening several times.
“The inspectors will be on
you,” Rivera said. “The only
thing that has not been friendly
to us has been the weather.”
Remodeling the then-coffee
shop to a dining establishment
also delayed the restaurant’s
opening. Most of the furniture
used is refurbished with the
help of Rivera’s husband. The
owners will also frame Colombian pictures on the walls to add
some décor.
“It took a lot of work because it
was not a restaurant, just a small

facebook.com/theguardianonline

space, so we had to do a lot of remodeling.” Rivera said. “We are
doing everything by ourselves to
save money.”
Rivera’s dream to open a restaurant was expedited, when in
2011 her husband Martin had a
stroke. The following year, the
doctors said he had a brain tumor. As he was undergoing surgery, Daniella, 18, the couple’s
youngest daughter was involved
in a car accident. One week after
Martin’s surgery, the daughter
was booked for foot surgery.
Rivera decided to quit her job
to help her family.
“I had to do something,” Ana
Maria Rivera said. “Now I can
help my family have jobs and
stay close to them by opening up
a restaurant.”
Tired of driving an hour and
20 minutes to a small town in Columbus for one Colombian dish,
the family decided that there
needed to be authentic Colombian food a little closer to home.
“We do miss our food,” Quiroz
said. “Now we will have a little
taste of Colombia.”

SPORTS 9
Men’s Basketball: Donlon wants Horizon League to
reconsider scheduling philosophy, use computers
Justin Boggs
Sports Writer
Boggs.59@wright.edu

I

f Wright State coach Billy
Donlon had his way, he
would eliminate the possibility
of playing three Horizon League
conference games in five days.
As coaches and school administrators from the Horizon
League’s nine schools begin
their offseason meetings, he
hopes the topic of scheduling
is at the forefront of the discussions.
“Last year, we had to play
three games in five days and we
made a big stink about it and
then they did it to us again this
year,” Donlon said. “No college
team in their conference should
have to play three games in five

days. It should never ever happen.”
One solution WSU Director of
Athletics Bob Grant offered at a
recent Athletics Council meeting was to have the schedules
performed by a computer. Grant
said last week that it will be a
topic of discussion when league
Athletic Directors meet later in
April.
Horizon League administrator Tom Crowley said the issue
of scheduling is complicated by
agreements with the various
arenas. While some arenas are
owned and operated by their respective athletic departments,
some Horizon League schools
have little say when they can
use their court.
Arena usage coupled with
an odd number of teams led to

complications with scheduling,
said Crowley.
“If somebody ends up with
three games in five days, nobody
is excited about that,” Crowley
said.
Crowley said the league
would look at scheduling over
the offseason but said it was too
early to speculate on what the
changes might look like.
Wright State was the only one
of nine teams that had to play
three conference games in five
days this past season. The Raiders hosted Green Bay Jan. 17,
visited Cleveland State Jan. 19
and hosted Milwaukee on Jan.
21.
While Crowley agreed with
Donlon that playing three
games in five days is a challenge,
he thought the system was fair.

“Coach Donlon is right when
that happens that it is a challenge to a team,” Crowley said.
“But it happens to every team.
It is fair. It may not be great, we
don’t want to do it that way but
if it happens to every team, then
that is a fair schedule.”
Donlon also said the scheduling issue went beyond Wright
State.
“Every team in our league has
issues with the league schedule,” Donlon said. “I think a
lot of those issues can be addressed by having a computer
take care of the schedule.”
Further muddling the situation is that the Horizon League
has a Game of the Week with
ESPN. However, Crowley believed that the Horizon League’s
television contract with ESPN

does not complicate the league’s
schedule.
“The contract with ESPN is a
wonderful opportunity for the
league and I don’t think anybody here thinks of it as a challenge,” Crowley said.
To Donlon, player wellbeing
needs to be thought of when finalizing schedules.
“They try not to do it in the
NBA where it is a business and
you’re dealing with men,” Donlon said. “We’re not dealing with
men, we’re dealing with young
people. They’re not grown men
yet, they haven’t developed
their bodies, they’re still going
to school.”

Mens Tennis: Raiders making push towards conference
tournament as regular season schedule winds down
Justin Kinner
Contributing Writer
Kinner.3@wright.edu

the tournament and guarantees
that you don’t have to play an
extra round. We have one regular season match in our conference before we head into tourith just over two and a
nament so it is very important
half weeks to go until
that we win.”
the start of the Horizon League
Fighting to finish at the top
Championships in Ann Arbor,
of the standings is not the only
Mich., men’s tennis head coach
goal that coach McCaffrey has
Sean McCaffrey and his team are
laid out for his squad heading
gearing up for the final home
into the final weeks before tourstretch of the regular season.
nament. Preparing to improve
The men’s squad (10-10, 4-1
in both singles and douHL) has been on a role as
“Our biggest goal is to get a top two seed...The bles competition, along
of late, winning four of its
last six matches, includ- second seed gives you a bye in the tournament with closing out matching their previous match and guarantees that you don’t have to play an ex- es are also at the top of
the list.
against Detroit on Satur- tra round.”
			-Myles Harris
“I think the one thing
day by a score of 5-1.
we are going to focus on
“Our guys did a great
job of staying on them. They tle nervous going into the match is being able to close out games
[Detroit] are a very well- but I finally got comfortable af- when we have a lead. Being able
coached team and I was very ter playing through our system,” to play from behind, and spend
a lot of time on doubles and
impressed with how our guys Harris said.
The victory over Detroit gave making sure that we become
came through the way they did.
There was a good crowd, there the Raiders their third straight reacquainted with the strength
was great energy, and it was a league win and are currently that really put us forward in the
great win to bring our guys to third in the standings behind conference over the last couple
4-1 in conference play,” McCaf- Green Bay and Cleveland State. of years,” McCaffrey said.
With just less than a handful
The Raiders will be competing
frey said.
The league win stemmed of games remaining, including in two non-conference matches
from huge performances from only one more league match, this weekend as they will host
Hayden Joblin, who was able to Harris and the rest of his team- Duquesne on Friday night bepick up victories in both singles mates are aiming to finish at the fore hitting the road to take on
Louisville Sunday morning at
and doubles competition. Ri- top of the standings.
“Our biggest goal is to get a 10:00 a.m.
cardo Pineda and Myles Harris
also played an important role, top two seed,” Harris said. “The
as they were able to get things second seed gives you a bye in

W

started off by winning in the
first doubles competition of the
evening.
Despite normally being a doubles competitor, Harris found
himself in a role that was a bit
out of his norm during doubles
play.
“It was different for me because I usually play third doubles and versus Detroit I played
first doubles. I also had a different partner as well so I was a lit-
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Photo by Justin Boggs, Sports Writer
Junior Myles Harris and the Raiders men’s tennis team improved to 4-1 in HL play on Saturday.
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10 BULLETIN
Classifieds
DAYTON POOL MANAGEMENT IS SEEKING RESPONSIBLE AND MATURE INDIVIDUALS interested in joining our team for the 2014 summer
season. Available Jobs are Pool Technicians, Pool
Managers, Lifeguards, and Pool Attendants. Must
be hardworking and dependable. Work hours are
flexible. Please call 937-395-1444 for more information or go to http://dayton-pmg.com/employment/application and apply online.
LOCAL COMMERCIAL SWIMMING POOL COMPANY IS SEEKING QUALIFIED INDIVIDUALS
FOR A FULL-TIME REGIONAL SUPERVISOR
POSITION. We are looking for someone that has
basic knowledge of swimming pools, and has
excellent time management skills. As a Regional
Supervisor, you will be assigned an area with
multiple pools that you will be responsible for
managing / maintaining. To apply for the position, please email your resume to jobs@daytonpmg.com

NOW HIRING FOR SUMMER 2014 AND FALL
2014! Meet new friends working with our young,
fun staff at Figlio Wood Fire Pizzas located minutes from campus in Kettering. Now hiring parttime cooks, servers, bus persons and dish washers. Flexible schedule around your school needs.
No experience necessary, willing to train. Apply in
person at 424 E. Stroop Road in Town and Country Shopping Center.

MATTRESSES FOR SALE Queen Pillow-Top Mattress Set $149 Black Microfiber Futon $149 TwinQueen Bed Frames $39 Brand New Overstock
Items!!! Call (937) 668-5111

Summer or Fall 2014

.
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SPORTS 11
Neutral site games could benefit Horizon League
Justin Boggs
Sports Writer
Boggs.59@wright.edu

C

Photo by Brittany Robinson: Staff Photographer
After defeating Cleveland State, the Raiders returned to the Nutter Center and had a near-capacity
crowd on hand when they faced Milwaukee for the HL Championship game on March 11.

hanges in the Horizon
League’s men’s basketball
tournament format could prevent a repeat of what happened
last month when Wright State
only had 67 hours of preparation to host the Horizon League
title game.
Horizon League administrator Tom Crowley and WSU Director of Athletics Bob Grant
both confirmed that the league
will discuss switching its current format to one that will
keep the tournament at a predetermined location.
“It is a challenge, it doesn’t
limit [the tournament’s potential] but it is a challenge,” Crowley said.
Playing at conference venues
for postseason tournaments
is becoming a dying trend in
men’s basketball. Since the Horizon League’s host site is only
known days in advance, the
league is unable to sell lucrative
corporate sponsorships.
The current format awards
quarterfinal and semifinal
round games to the league’s
regular season champion. The
title game is then awarded to
whoever the highest remaining
seed is following the semifinals.
Last month, Wright State

became the first non-regular
season champion to host the
title game under the league’s
current format. The change in
venue required the Horizon
League to relocate its entire
staff from Green Bay, Wisc. to
the Nutter Center in a matter of
two days.
Wright State nearly sold out
the game in less than three
days. The title game tested the
Athletics Department and Nutter Center staffs.
“We had to do everything
that is involved with hosting a
tournament,” WSU Assistant
Director of Athletics Rod Perry
said. “It was all hands on deck.”
According to a source, Indianapolis’ recently renovated
Pepsi Coliseum is a likely destination for the tournament
if administrators agree to
the changes. The arena is
mere miles from the Horizon
League’s headquarters.
Another option the league
could consider is to have the
tournament located at predetermined campus sites. This
would allow for the potential
of corporate sponsorships and
ticket packages.
While no official decision has
been made on changing the Horizon League Championships’
format, Crowley said it would
be difficult to make changes in
time for the 2015 season.

“I think it is very difficult to
make a change like that so quickly,” he said. “You’ll see many
leagues these days commit to a
series, to play over three years.
The Big East has been playing at
Madison Square Garden for 30
years and it has a contract until
2026. These things aren’t done
quickly.”
Crowley said the league was
“very” challenged by moving the
league’s postseason tournament
to Wright State.
“Geography added to it,” Crowley said. “Even if we were going
[cross-town], it would have been
a challenge. The distance even
made it more so.”

Fans packed inside the Nutter Center.

To maintain proper nutrition, WSU athletes exercise
caution with food choices, seek healthy alternatives
Andrew Smith
Sports Editor
Smith.1026@wright.edu

J

unior Myles Harris admits that on some days,
he doesn’t always consume as
many calories as his demanding
body needs him to.
As a member of Wright State’s
men’s tennis team, Harris must
balance a full-time class load the
rigors of practices and matches
with maintaining a healthy diet
throughout the season.
“I find myself struggling to eat
as much as I know [I should].
You’re supposed to eat five
meals a day. Sometimes I’ll
struggle to get two,” Harris said.
“It’s really difficult in season,
because you have practice and
class. Sometimes your body
will tell you that you need to

eat something, but sometimes
it’s a little too late, or you’ll be
in class. You do have to remind
yourself. It’s harder when you’re
on the go.”
This is not a recent development in college athletics.
In a 2005 study, conducted by
Pamela Hinton, associate professor and director of nutritional sciences graduate studies at
the University of Missouri, “the
vast majority of athletes do not
eat enough calories to fuel their
performance.”
Hinton surveyed 345 male
and female college athletes
anonymously. In addition to falling short on their daily choleric
intakes, the study also found
only 15 percent of athletes “consumed adequate carbohydrate,
and only 26 percent consumed
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adequate protein. Nearly twothirds of the female studentathletes reported wanting to
lose weight, which is almost always at odds with fueling for
athletic performance.”
Hinton’s study also showed
that male athlete ate “more than
the recommended amount” of
fats, saturated fats and cholesterol.
Jason Bradford, who has
served as the strength and conditioning coordinator for WSU
since 2007, said one of the biggest challenges Raider athletes
face is finding healthy options
on or around campus.
“With our on-campus dining, it’s mainly fast food places.
There’s no real cafeteria where
you go through and pick one
meat, two vegetables and a fruit.
@wsuguardian

We have to try and figure out
where our athletes eat the most
and try and give them healthier
options at those places,” Bradford said.
Another factor that leads to
poor food choices is time, according to Bradford. He said the
biggest benefit that traditional
fast food restaurants offer student-athletes, is the ability to
grab a quick meal after practice
or before class.
Accordingly, Bradford said the
best he can do is offer studentathletes a best-case alternative
if they decide to eat at a fast
food location.
“They’re not going home and
making a chicken breast, or
something like that,” Bradford
said. “They’re going to Wendy’s,
McDonald’s or Taco Bell, so we
www.theguardianonline.com

have to be able to give them
those options at those places.”
Like many college students,
Harris spends time socializing
with his friends. As an athlete
and as someone who is lactose
intolerant, Harris said what
his friends decide to eat is not
something he can get away
with, especially if a competition
is looming.
“A lot of my friends are not
athletes, so they are free on
what they can eat. I’ve definitely
had days when I don’t eat as
healthy as I know I can be and
I pay for it the next day,” Harris
said.
Harris added: “If you have a
practice or a 6 a.m. workout the
next day, you don’t want to go to
Chick-Fil-A or get ice cream the
night before.”
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sign a fall 2014 lease today & receive a

$120

GIFT CARD

$10 OFF
YOUR MONTHLY RENT

+ SAVE $185 WITH ZERO DOWN

MAY 2, 2014: SAVE THE DATE FOR OUR VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT & SUMMER KICK OFF

A P P LY F O R F A L L 2 0 1 4 @
T H E P R O V I N C E DAY TO N .C O M
3 4 1 9 C L O V E R I D G E C T • 9 3 7. 4 2 9. 5 2 8 8
Rates & fees subject to change. See office for details. Limited time only. While supplies last.

